TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

\ MELFRED BORZALL® \ REAMERS

Unstoppable in the toughest ground.

In rock you need a reamer that cuts faster, runs smoother and will outlast the competition.
More tungsten cutters, better positioned with deeper flutes gives you a huge advantage.
REBUILDABLE: Blick holds stock of the tungsten cutters to keep your reamers close to new condition.
Call us to talk through what you need.

JUGGERNAUT

OGRE

BEST FOR:

BEST FOR:

GOOD FOR:

ROCK

Strategically positioned and welded cutters with extra thick
carbide teeth for maximum cutting action.
Deep, spiralled flutes allow plenty of slurry to flow past the
reamer.

GOOD FOR:

ROCK

With more cutters than any reamers in its class, each cutter
only takes ½” more soil than the previous stage resulting in
a smooth, efficient cutting action.
Slow taper and deep spiraled fluting combine for maximum
mixing and pumping.

Available with built-in swivel.
Angled fluid jets shoot water opposite the reamer rotation
to keep carbides and flute clear.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

\ MELFRED BORZALL® \ REAMERS

The best support in the market from
Blick for the best reamers in the world.

TURBO

TORNADO

Supercharge your reaming in sand

Aggressive cutting and mixing

Whether you are reaming sand, gravel, cobbles
or pumice, the Turbo reamer is the perfect
combination to a great fluid system to cut, mix,
pack and clean your hole efficiently. With great
tooling, matched with a great fluid design, you will
get better outcomes.

Perfect for the most challenging reactive clays
as well as shale and sandstone. The Tornado’s
wings are set to cut the perfect size to be able to
suspend in a good fluid and carry out of the hole.

BEST FOR:

GOOD FOR:

BEST FOR:

CLAY - LOW
REACTIVITY

CLAY - HIGH
REACTIVITY

PUMICE

Heavy duty blades with carbide teeth for aggressive
cutting action.
Curved packer blades provide maximum mixing and
packing.

GOOD FOR:

Carbide-tipped cutting blades are precisely
positioned and angled so all abuse is placed on the
carbide tooth.
Mixing, pumping and cutting action reduces rotary
pressure and makes it an ideal reamer for sticky
situations.
Blade cut-outs promote flow-through of slurry.

You get the best reamers from Melfred Borzall®, and with the support from Blick in terms of designing the
best fluid and tooling combination for your job you will get better outcomes.
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